Our approach to

Responsible
Investing

Responsible investing at NN Investment Partners

We help our clients realise their
responsible investing goals
We see responsible investing as the
best way to enhance risk-adjusted
returns and to contribute to society as
a whole. We believe that companies
with sustainable business practices
and high standards of corporate
governance will become the success
stories of the future.

ESG strategies
Embedding ESG data in our investment
strategies to improve risk-adjusted returns
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Sustainable strategies
Focusing on today’s and
tomorrow’s sustainability leaders
Impact strategies
Targeting companies that make
a clear positive contribution to
the UN SDGs
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Global Partnering
Joining forces on research, products and
ESG initiatives maximises our impact

ESG
strategies
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Improved Returns
Emphasis on material ESG data
enhances risk-adjusted returns
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Engagement for change
Engagement and voting are the best ways
to encourage better corporate behaviour
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ESG Integration
ESG factors form an integral part
of our investment process

NN Investment Partners is the stand-alone asset
manager of NN Group, an international financial services
company. We have over 20 years’ experience in applying
environmental, social and governance (ESG) criteria to our
investment strategies and are proud to be acknowledged
as a leader in responsible investing, managing assets
for a diverse group of clients worldwide. By applying a
transparent and integrated responsible investing approach
we help our clients realise their responsible investing goals
and enable them to contribute to a sustainable future
while generating attractive returns. Our clear vision on
what it takes to be a responsible asset manager forms the
basis for the broad range of RI strategies we offer and is
reflected in our Responsible Investing Framework,
shown below.
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Transparent Reporting
Responsible investing starts
with clear reporting
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NN IP Responsible Investing Framework
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Building blocks of
our responsible
investing approach

Our responsible investing approach is made up of five building blocks: ESG Integration, Engagement for Change, Improved
Returns, Global Partnering and Transparent Reporting.

ESG Integration
• Identifying and assessing material ESG issues at country, industry and company level
• Emphasising forward-looking ESG data to enhance risk-adjusted returns

1. Identify

2. Assess

• Identify material issues at
industry-group level, and
check applicability at country,
company, bond level
• Determine the impact of
factors on valuation, future
business potential and
stakeholders
• Use information from ESG
data providers, NN IP’s
quantitative and qualitative
evaluation of ESG materiality

• Understand a company’s
absolute and relative (to
sector average) performance
on an ESG issue
• Evaluate company scores,
which reveal potential
controversies related to
material ESG issues
• Use information from
corporate disclosures and
external data providers

material ESG issues

company performance
indicators

3. Integrate

into financial analysis
• The analyses are incorporated
in the investment cases for
equities and corporate and
government bonds
• Integration of ESG data in the
investment case helps identify
attractively valued companies
and completes the analysis
• ESG data integration reduces
risk and/or improves upside
potential
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Engagement for Change
• We take a truly active approach to engagement and prefer inclusion to exclusion with divestment
as a last resort
• Engagement activities occur at company/issuer level and via international initiatives linked to our
engagement themes
• Violations of NN’s norms-based RI criteria trigger engagement efforts which aim to bring about positive change

Awareness
Monitoring investment universe

Assessment
Poten�al
viola�on?

Action

Recommenda�on to ESG Commi�ee

Viola�on?

NO

Invest

YES

Engagement
feasible?
NO

512 dialogues on ESG with issuers*

Environmental: 30%
Social: 24%
Governance: 19%

ESG overlapping: 27%

*

YES

For approval by
NN Group MB

Engage
and invest
Restrict

• During 2018, we voted at 2,118 shareholder meetings on
26,839 agenda items
• 12.68% of our votes were cast against management
• In addition, we supported a large number of shareholder
resolutions linked to social and environmental topics
(73% and 95%, respectively)
• Example: we voted in favour of a shareholders’ resolution
on carbon reduction at Royal Dutch Shell’s AGM

The total number of company dialogues and engagements carried out
by NN IP’s analysts and engagement specialists.
Reference period: calender year 2018

Improved Returns
• We believe that an emphasis on material ESG data enhances risk-adjusted returns
• Ongoing investment in research to enhance data quality and improve our investment approach

Partnership with ECCE on
research into the impact of
corporate ESG scores and
momentum on asset pricing

ECCE University Maastricht

Collaboration with YISF in a
research stream “Delivering
value to investors from
sustainability” on whether and
how ESG integration enhances
returns
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Global Partnering
• We believe that joining forces with other leading companies and international initiatives maximises
our positive impact on society
• Product- and research-based cooperation strengthens our overall ESG data and investment
strategies

Suppor�ng interna�onal
sustainability ini�a�ves
Partnerships to promote
ESG research and repor�ng
Partnerships with leading
academic organisa�ons
Partnerships with recognized
investment en��es
1999 - 2000

2005 - 2010

2011 - 2015

2016 - 2017

2019 and beyond

Sustainable Equity

Sustainable Credit

Enhanced Index Sustainable
Equity

Green Bonds
Sustainable Mul� Asset
Impact Equity

Sustainable Private Debt

The �meline is indica�ve; this is not a complete overview of partners and ini�a�ves.

Transparent Reporting
• We promote clear and complete reporting among the companies in which we invest
• Reporting includes climate impact, controversy scores, SDG exposure and engagement and voting
activities

Example of how we report SDG
exposure versus MSCI ACWI

Impact report
equities
within the NN (L)
Example
of sub-portfolio
carbon report
equities
Sustainable:

SDG exposure NN (L) Global Equity Impact Opportunities (%) versus MSCI ACWI
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The average score is the
Portfolio
mean
company SDG score
weighted by portfolio
composition; scores for
MSCI All Country World Index
are simple means.
EuropeESG Screen17
MSCIsource:
Data
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The average score is the mean company SDG score
weighted by portfolio composition; scores for MSCI All
Country World Index
are simple means.
Data source: ESG Screen17
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Sources: NN IP, ISS Ethix Climate Solutions, Milieu
Centraal emissions average household and Eurostat.
All figures as of 31/12/2018
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Broad range of
responsible
investing strategies

Environmental, social and governance criteria are fully embedded into the investment process for our ESG, Sustainable
and Impact strategies. Our sustainable strategies incorporate a clear tilt towards sustainability opportunities, while
our impact products target industries and companies that make a clear positive contribution to the UN Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs).

Traditional
Strategies

ESG
Strategies

Sustainable
Strategies

Impact
Strategies

Applying NN’s norms-based
RI criteria, voting and
engagement

Embedding ESG data
in our investment
strategies to improve
risk-adjusted returns

Focusing on today’s
and tomorrow’s
sustainability leaders

Targeting companies
that make a clear
positive contribution
to the UN SDGs

Voting, engagement and exclusions based on NN’s norms-based RI criteria
Responsible Investing at NN IP
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In the spotlight
Examples of our ESG integrated,
Sustainable and Impact strategies
ESG
High-Dividend Equity
Invests in undervalued stocks that offer attractive and
sustainable dividend yields and is well-diversified from a
sector and country allocation point of view. Quantitative
screening is combined with fundamental analysis and ESG
integration to identify stocks that trade below intrinsic
value and have the potential to grow their dividend in the
future.
High-Yield Bonds
A high-conviction strategy that primarily invests in
sub-investment grade corporate bonds. It has no
pre-determined style bias and typically holds 45-75
issuers. We actively manage the strategy with a focus
on bottom-up security selection that incorporates ESG
criteria and also incorporates a broader top-down
systematic risk analysis.

Sustainable
Sustainable Credit
Primarily invests in a diversified portfolio of high quality
corporate bonds. Exclusionary screening is used to
determine our eligible sustainable universe and identify
controversial behaviour. The emphasis is on fundamental
bottom-up credit research aimed at identifying credits that
are under- or overvalued based on their forecasted credit
profile.
Sustainable Equity
Invests in a globally diversified portfolio of stocks and
combines the risks and opportunities linked to ESG factors
with a thorough financial corporate analysis. This enables
us to take into account factors that are often outside
the scope of traditional financial analysis but can have a
significant impact on long-term performance.

Impact
Green Bonds
Actively managed green bond strategy offering
investments in issues that finance new or existing
projects that have a measurable positive impact on the
environment. Incorporates exclusionary issuer screening
on environmental criteria and assessment of adherence to
green bond principles.
Impact Equity
Invests in listed equities that offer attractive financial
returns while having a positive social and environmental
impact. The approach combines thematic selection,
fundamental analysis and ESG integration. We monitor
the social and environmental contribution of the securities
we hold, and engage with companies to help them make a
growing impact.
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For a more extensive overview of our responsible
investing strategies please visit ri.nnip.com.

This publication has been written to provide our clients and prospects with an update on NN Investment Partners’
activities related to responsible investing. For regular updates on our RI activities, we invite you to follow us on:

^@NN Investment Partners
$@NNIP

sri.nnip.com

This communication is intended for MiFID professional investors only. This communication has been prepared solely for the purpose of
information and does not constitute an offer, in particular a prospectus or any invitation to treat, buy or sell any security or to
participate in any trading strategy or the provision of investment services or investment research. While particular attention has been
paid to the contents of this communication, no guarantee, warranty or representation, express or implied, is given to the accuracy,
correctness or completeness thereof. Any information given in this communication may be subject to change or update without notice.
Neither NN Investment Partners B.V., NN Investment Partners Holdings N.V. nor any other company or unit belonging to the NN Group,
nor any of its directors or employees can be held directly or indirectly liable or responsible with respect to this communication. Use of
the information contained in this communication is at your own risk. This communication and information contained herein must not be
copied, reproduced, distributed or passed to any person other than the recipient without NN Investment Partners B.V.’s prior written
consent. Investment sustains risk. Please note that the value of any investment may rise or fall and that past performance is not
indicative of future results and should in no event be deemed as such. This communication is not directed at and must not be acted
upon by US Persons as defined in Rule 902 of Regulation S of the United States Securities Act of 1933, and is not intended and may not
be used to solicit sales of investments or subscription of securities in countries where this is prohibited by the relevant authorities or
legislation. Any claims arising out of or in connection with the terms and conditions of this disclaimer are governed by Dutch law.
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